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1. Introduction
The electronic structure of layered copper-oxide high-
temperature superconductors not only provides a clue to
their superconducting properties but also gives an insight
into their anomalies above Tc, in which latter respect
significant progress has been made in recent years (see Refs
[1 ± 5] for reviews). Information on the band structure of a
material is obtained most directly by angle-resolved photo-
electron spectroscopy (ARPES) [3], which shows that for
optimally and heavily doped superconducting materials the
actual shape of a Fermi surface is close to that calculated in
band theory using the density functional method, whereas the
experimental band widths are several times less than the
theoretical predictions. In the low doping regime, lowering
the hole concentration first modifies the Fermi surface
topology and gives rise to a pseudogap above Tc, and then
leads to a metal ± insulator transition and to the formation of
an antiferromagnetic insulator. An adequate description of
these phenomena requires that strong electron correlations be
taken into account.

The present paper is divided into two parts. The first
part presents calculated results on the electronic structure of
copper oxides obtained by the generalized strong coupling
(GSC) method taking the strong correlation explicitly into
account within the framework of the multiband p ± d model.
The second part is devoted to analyzing the symmetry of the
superconducting gap in a strongly correlated electron
system.

2. The band structure of copper oxides following from
the generalized strong coupling method
Since the Hubbard model and its three-band p-d general-
ization to CuO2 layers account both for strong electron
correlations in the system of copper dx2ÿy2 holes and for
hole hopping over oxygen atoms, and since at the same time
there is a good deal of spectral evidence from XAS [6] and
EELS [7] for a significant contribution from the dz2 copper
states, we have been trying for a long time to develop a
multiband p ± d model capable of incorporating the dx2ÿy2
and dz2 orbitals of copper and the p orbitals of oxygen in
CuO2 planes [8]. This model has recently been extended to
include apical oxygen atoms [9]. For copper oxides there are
two competing energies in the system: the strong intraatomic
interactions of d electrons and the strong copper ± oxygen
hybridization, of which the former is readily accounted for in
the local atomic approach, whereas the latter is taken into
account trivially on going over to k space in the one-electron
approach. We have proposed the GSC method to consider
these opposite trends simultaneously [8]. In this, the lattice is
divided into clusters for which the model Hamiltonian is
exactly diagonalized and exact many-electron molecular
orbitals Ei�n� are constructed; the interaction between the
clusters is then introduced as a perturbation. Unlike the
conventional strong coupling method, where bands result
from the dispersion of one-electron molecular orbitals (MO),
in the GSC method the Fermi quasi-particle bands are due to
the dispersion of one-electron resonances
Oij � Ei�n� 1�ÿ Ej�n�, where n is the number of electrons in
the cluster, and i, j is the set of remaining quantum numbers
(spin, orbital moment, etc.). In the original approach of Ref.
[8], the CuO2 lattice was divided into two sublattices of linear
CuO2 clusters. The main advantage of such a division is that
each atom belongs to one cluster only, making orthogonal the
MOs of neighboring cells. In later work [10 ± 12], a similar
method was used to calculate a simpler three-band p ± d
model with the CuO2 plane divided into CuO4 clusters.
Whereas this approach is preferable physically in that the
cluster coincides with the unit cell and has the correct
symmetry, the nonorthogonality of neighboring MOs (each
oxygen atom belonging to two unit cells simultaneously)
makes it more complex technically. This difficulty, however,
has been overcome by explicitly constructing the Wannier
functions [13]. Applying a similar procedure developed for a
multiband p ± d model with due regard for dx2ÿy2 and dz2
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copper orbitals [14, 15], we were able to perform GSC band
structure calculations using symmetrical CuO4 unit cells.

We write the multiband p ± d-model Hamiltonian in the
generalized Hubbard form
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where ci � dx2ÿy2 , dz2�px; py; pz� if subscript i indicates the
copper (oxygen) lattice site; ei is the energy of the correspond-
ing atomic orbitals, calculated with account for the crystal
field; Ui � U d or Up, respectively; tij and Vij are the two-
center matrix elements for hopping and for the copper ±
oxygen (tpd, Vpd) and oxygen ± oxygen (tpp, Vpp) Coulomb
interaction, and finally nis � c�iscis.

The exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (1) for a
CuO4 cluster is carried out separately in various sectors of the
Hilbert space, identified by the number of holes nh in the unit
cell. In the vacuum sector, nh � 0, we have one state
j0i � j d10p6i. In the nh � 1 sector, one obtains usual one-
holeMOs of symmetry a1g and b1g, the b1gMO resulting from
the hybridization of the dx2ÿy2 states with the oxygen p
orbitals, and the a1g MO coming about from mixing the dz2
states of copper with the oxygen p states. The apical pz
orbitals mix in with the a1g MOs as shown in Ref. [9]. In the
two-hole (nh � 2) sector we have a set of spin singlets and
triplets of various orbital symmetry, the ground term and the
closest excited term having the symmetries 1A1g and 3B1g,
respectively. While the Zhang ±Rice singlet contributes
significantly to the 1A1g MO [13], it is not the only
contribution to this orbital. Whereas in the simplified three-
band p ± d model the Zhang ±Rice triplet is higher in energy
than the singlet, in a realistic multiband model the 3B1g triplet
is close enough to the singlet, somuch so that even a crossover
between them becomes possible [16 ± 18]. This proximity
considerably affects the law of dispersion near the top of the
valence band. The band structure of the undoped La2CuO4 in
the antiferromagnetic phase in shown in Fig. 1, where the

empty conduction band is due to the dispersion of the a1g and
b1g MOs [i.e. of the resonances between the vacuum (nh � 0)
and one-particle (nh � 1) terms], whereas the filled valence
band is formed through the dispersion of the resonances
between the one-hole and two-hole MOs. The valence band
has a very complicated structure because of a large number of
excited two-hole MOs. Notice here that the bands obtained
by the GSC method are quasi-particle bands. Because of the
strong electron correlations, these bands are rather unusual in
that the number of states in each band depends on the electron
density (the total number of states being conserved, of course)
as well as external fields and temperature (due to the so-called
filling factors Fij � ni � nj, where ni, nj are the filling numbers
of the corresponding initial and final states for the Oij

resonance [19]). Note that the law of dispersion near the top
of the valence band is in good agreement with ARPES data
for the other undoped oxide Sr2CuO2Cl2 [20] which, like
La2CuO4, is also an antiferromagnetic insulator (Fig. 2).

The hole doping of the material (nh � 1� x) causes the
redistribution of the filling numbers as calculated from the
chemical potential self-consistency equation, with a conse-
quence that the two-hole ground term is filled with prob-
ability x and that novel resonances within the insulating gap
acquire nonzero spectral weight � x [21]. The dispersion of
these resonances produces an impurity band which overlaps
with the valence band top (Fig. 3). The effect of doping is
strongest close to the XM direction, i.e. the line �p; 0� ± �p; p�,
where according to ARPES data a gap opens on the Fermi
surface in the Bi2Sr2Ca1ÿxDyxCu2O8�x system [22]. Also
calculated by the GSC method were the concentration
dependences of the X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) and
photoelectron emission spectra (XPS), both of which
revealed high-energy satellites (the peak C in Fig. 4) [23].
Although GSC calculations are fundamentally disadvanta-
geous in that an appropriate Hamiltonian involves a large
number of parameters which must be calculated separately or
determined experimentally, in conceptual terms this
approach has enabled a synthesis of Landau's and Hub-
bard's ideas Ð allowing one to introduce Fermi quasi-
particles as a local generalization of the Fermi-liquid quasi-
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Figure 1.Band structure of an undoped antiferromagnetic CuO2 layer as in

La2CuO4 or Sr2CuO2Cl2.
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Figure 2. The law of dispersion near the top of the valence band of an

undoped antiferromagnetic CuO2 layer in comparison with the ARPES

data of Ref. [20].
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particles and to calculate their dispersion by taking strong
electron correlations explicitly into account.

3. Symmetry of the superconducting order parameter
in strongly correlated electron systems
The symmetry of the superconducting state and the micro-
scopic mechanism of high-temperature superconductivity are
both the long-standing problems in the field. Today, there is
strong evidence to suggest that the gap in hole superconduc-
tors has a d symmetry (see Refs [24, 25] for review), which can
be explained in a natural way in terms of the spin-fluctuation
pairing mechanism.

At the same time, pairing in the electron superconductors
Nd2ÿxCexCuO4 appears to be of an s symmetry [26, 27].
Finally, Sr2RuO4, the only copper-free superconducting
oxide with the same layered structure, has the triplet gap of
a p symmetry [28].

The triplet p-symmetry pairing in band theory is due to
the ferromagnetic-type spin fluctuation exchange [29]. We
have carried out the symmetry analysis of the superconduct-
ing gap using a simple model which, by analogy with the
tÿJ model, is called the tÿJÿI model [30] and which
includes strong electron correlations as well as nearest-
neighbor exchange interactions of antiferromagnetic (J)
and ferromagnetic (I) types. The antiferromagnetic
exchange interaction, as typical for oxides, is due to an
indirect exchange via oxygen, whereas the ferromagnetic
exchange interaction can result from the direct cation ±
cation orbital overlap.

While cuprates are characterized by the s-type bonding
dx2ÿy2 ± p near the Fermi level, with J4 I, in ruthenates we
have p-type bonding dxyÿp, which permits a significant
direct overlap of the dxy orbitals of the neighboring Ru2+

ions, with I4 J. Themean field theory for strongly correlated
electrons involves, along with the usual BCS self-consistent
equations for the gap and the chemical potential, the so-called
`constrain' condition which forbids the existence of local two-
particle states. Within the tÿJÿI model this condition takes
the form
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While s-type pairing does not fulfil this condition [31], p- and
d-type gaps satisfy it automatically. In the tÿJÿImodel, the
possible solutions for the gap take the form

Dkl � llcl�k�Dl ;

where l � 1 and l � 2 for a p- and d-pairing, lp � I=t,
ld � �2JÿI�=t, and
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Figure 4. X-ray absorption spectrum of the Cu K-radiation in La2CuO4:

1, experiment; 2, strong-correlation theory; 3, one-electron theory [23].

Peak C, while observed experimentally, is absent in the one-electron

theory.
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Figure 3. Band structure of CuO2 with hole concentration nh � 1� x

corresponding to La2ÿxSrxCuO4 for x � 0:10 (solid line) and x � 0:15
(dotted line).
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Gap equations for the p- and d-channels of pairing have the
identical form

1
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where Epl is the usual BCS-type gap excitation spectrum, but
despite this similarity the solutions of Eqn (3) for the p- and t-
type pairing behave differently.

The reason for this stems from the angular dependences of
jcl�p�j2. Was the gap isotropic, the main contribution to the
integral over the Brillouin zone would be determined by the
narrow energy region near the van Hove singularity. For a d-
type gap, the angular dependence acts to maintain the large
van Hove-singularity contribution, whereas in the p-channel
case the angular dependence is such as to cancel the
singularity. For this reason, the numerical solution of Eqn
(3) yields Tc�p�5Tc� d� even for lp � ld (Fig. 5). Thus, for
optimally doped cuprates and ruthenates, where typically
lp � ld � 0:5 and t � 0:1 eV, one finds Tc�p� � 2:5 K and
Tc�d� � 70 K.
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Experimental studies of the thermal and
electronic properties of Ba1ÿxKxBiO3 and
other perovskite-like oxide HTSC systems

A I Golovashkin, A P Rusakov

The basic properties of the cuprate high-temperature super-
conductors (HTSC) are attributed to the antiferromagnetic
(AF) ordering of Cu ions known as the spin density wave
(SDW). Recently, however, a number of anomalies have been
discovered which cannot be explained by this ordering
mechanism alone. To provide an insight into their origin,
the noncuprate HTSC systems Ba1ÿxKxBiO3 (BKBO) and
BaPbxBi1ÿxO3 (BPBO) showing similar anomalies have been
studied in this work.

Neutron diffraction studies have shown that doping
causes a strong softening of the high-frequency portion of
the BKBO phonon spectra [1]. The analysis of the dispersion
curveso�Q� has further shown that in themetallic phase of an
HTSC the high-frequency longitudinal optical phonons
oLO�Q� are soften anomalously strongly on doping [2 ± 4].
For wave vectors Q near the boundary of the Brillouin zone,
the frequencies oLO�Q� become lower than the transverse
optical frequencies oTO�Q� (`oLO anomaly'). For all the
HTSCs investigated Ð BKBO, La2ÿxSrxCuO4 (LSCO), and
YBa2Cu3O7ÿx (YBCO) Ð the anomalous dispersion of oLO

was observed only along [100] and never along other
directions, in particular [110]. Notice here that if AF
ordering was the dominant ordering mechanism along [110],
there would necessarily be oLO anomalies in the same
direction, which is not the case experimentally.

We have shown that for the BKBO, BPBO [5, 6], and
LSCO [7] systems at low temperatures T the linear expansion
coefficient a�T� is anomalous (negative). This effect is
observed only in high-quality samples. Similar anomalies
have also been seen in YBCO [8] and Bi-2219 [9]. In single-
crystal samples of LSCO, YBCO, and Bi-2212, a�T� is
anisotropic Ð the less so, the higher the doping level.

An interesting point about the HTSC systems is the
anomalously strong magnetic-field dependence of the ther-
mal expansion, a�H�. Up to 4 T, the region of negative values
of a is observed to shrink, while at the same time moving
towards lower temperatures in both cuprate and copper-free
HTSCs [10].

Optical measurements reveal that while the energy gap
between the valence band and the conduction band in the
BKBO and BPBO systems narrows with doping, it still
remains observable even in the metallic phase, provided the
material is moderately doped [11 ± 14]. Evidence for this has
also been seen in LSCO using the ultrahigh-resolution
(7 MeV) photoelectron emission method [15, 16] and in Bi-
2212 using an X-ray absorption technique [17]. Thus, the
`metallic' phase is that of a degenerate semiconductor both
for copper-free and cuprate HTSCs.

Another common anomaly of HTSC systems is the
existence of EPR signals in the `half field' with a g factor of
about 4. This `forbidden' signal is observed in the presence of
localized triplet pairs. The absorption line with g � 4:2 (in
addition to that with g � 2:1) was observed in EPR absorp-
tion measurements on high-quality BKBO and BPBO
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